WHEN TO WATER

Freshly cut sod contains enough moisture in the leaves,
roots, and soil to keep the grass healthy and alive for
transport and planting. However, once the sod is laid at the
site it will continue to transpire water that will need to be
replaced by either rainfall or supplemental irrigation.

REPRESENTATIVE IRRIGATION PLAN
FOR NEWLY LAID SOD
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��-":-J�lt is essential to begin watering new turfgrass sod

immediately upon establishment. This can be done by
hand-watering with a water hose and nozzle, hose-end
sprinkler, in-ground irrigation system, or any combination
thereof. When watering new sod, make sure that the sod
angJ!!_e�oi�.!;.r.J ..ryimedlately beneath the sod is.moist to
a depth of½--.1:mch.
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the corners of random pieces of sod:and checking
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for moisture is a good way.�re that the sod is wet.
A screwdriver, pocket-knife, or other sharp implement is
a useful tool to inspect the soil beneath the sod. lf tlie
implement easily1 9Cl�into the soil, then it is likely
sufficiently.wet.

Make certain the entire lawn is receiving water. Corners,
edges, and areas exposed to full sun are particularly pron-e
to drying out. Also pay particular1 attentio�laid
adjacent to hardscapes asthese areas can dry out sooner
than-others. Turfgrassleaves that are wilted and/or
·- -- ·--appear
--�-. in these areas first and
bluish-gray in color,often
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are a sign of drought stress.
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During the first few days of establishment, it is important
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to water newly laid sod frequently enough that the· sod and
top ½-1 inch of soil immediately_�e_neath the sod remain
wet. This may require frequent, light apP.lications of watet
applied multiple times per day. This is particularly.!_rue on
hot, arid, and/o!,_ �ntjy_��ys_cf !:Jring_tf!e_grow-in period.

Light &
frequent until
rooting occurs
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Reduce amount
& frequency
as roots
develop deeper
into the soil

Apply only
as needed
based on climate
& rainfall

Irrigation amounts vary by region, climate, season, etc. but
a general rule of thumb based on plant evaporation rates
is to apply 1 inch of water per week during the growing

season. Only apply water when needed and be sure to cut
off automatic irrigation systems during periods of rainfall,
dormancy, or other times that supplemental irrigation is
not necessary.
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and durable plants often found in urban landscapes.
Like any new planting, they require attention and care

newly laid sod remains healthy and ready to enjoy'
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Perennial turfgrasses are some of the most hardy
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TURFGRASS
WATERING & CARE
FOR NEW SOD

This guide contains helpful tips to make sure your
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during installation to ensure successful establishment.
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Prevent over-watering by paying attention to runoff on
sloped areas or standing.water on-flat areas. This is
important for water conservation but also for P.lant health.
Turfgrass roots need oxygen for respiration, and
over-irrigation can slow or prnvent newrnotsJroin
emerging aniestablishing in the soil.
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